Dear Member,

This month CIBSE ANZ has been preparing to launch IoT – The Neurology of Building Operations seminar series around the region, in addition to a few other exciting CDP opportunities too. In addition to the articles here, you can sink your teeth into more local industry news in this edition of the CIBSE ANZ eJournal linked below.

Smart Infrastructure and the Pace of Change
Since the completion of the award winning EY Centre, George St, building technology and the sheer amount of data being generated has changed significantly. Mirvac’s Nathan Rosaguti shares some of these changes and what it means for smart building owners.

Read more
Intelligent Precincts – The Opportunities and Risks for Building Professionals

Population growth pressures and congestion is taking its toll on our communities. Governments are responding to these difficulties and evolving community needs and expectations by changing the way infrastructure is planned and delivered. This opens up new opportunities.

Read more

When the classroom becomes the educational tool

A building tour of AUT WZ reveals a different kind of learning experience. Building elements left exposed to educate the students and users about the built environment.

Read more

We are really excited to welcome you to the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) latest online quarterly publication ENGineering Buildings. Full of technical and thought-provoking articles and covering some interesting ground, this edition should appeal to all Building Services Engineers and like-minded professionals.

Read more
ARBS Exhibition – Call for Speakers

Air Conditioning, Refrigeration and Building Services industry professionals are invited to submit abstracts for seminars, panels, and workshops to be presented at the ARBS Exhibition 19 – 21 May 2020. Submissions close at 5pm Friday 30 August 2019.

Submission details

CIBSE WA | IoT – The Neurology of Building Operations, Perth

12:30pm Tuesday 3 September 2019
The Great Southern Room
Level 4, State Library of Western Australia
25 Francis Street, Perth Cultural Centre, Perth WA 6000
Register here

IoT – The Neurology of Building Operations is also taking place in the following locations:
10 September 2019 | SYDNEY
12 September 2019 | MELBOURNE
17 September 2019 | AUCKLAND
19 September 2019 | BRISBANE

Each panel is a mixture of local and interstate speakers.

View the panel for your nearest venue and register here
CIBSE VIC | Contemporary Laboratory Design

6:00pm Tuesday 3 September 2019

Sustainability is an important consideration in laboratory design given a laboratory can use up to 10 times the energy per square metre of an office building. David Uhlhorn will share over 35 year of laboratory design experience in this lecture.

Click here

CIBSE NSW YEN | The Aspirational Engineer

5:30pm, Thursday 5 September 2019

Four industry leaders come together to present on key business development and consulting skills that shapes a business leader. Come and be inspired to become a business leader.

Click here

CIBSE ANZ | Annual Function and Awards

6pm, Thursday 12 September 2019

Against the backdrop of the Melbourne Gallery of the Melbourne Museum, Peter Mathieson, Technical Director at Aurecon, will join us to share some of the challenges and considerations of building services design for Museums and Galleries. The night will also include an address from CIBSE President Lynne Jack who will be in Melbourne for the occasion.

Join us
CIBSE SA | Wright Street's Closed Cavity Façade Development

Thursday 19 September 2019

Representing the first of its kind in Adelaide, the closed cavity facade consists of a sealed double-skin façade where the cavity between the inner and outer skin is constantly supplied with dehumidified air to prevent the formation of condensation and improve the thermal performance of the façade.

Click here

---

Living Future Symposium Challenge

10-11 October, Sydney

Bringing together inspiring thinkers and doers, the Symposium aims to define, examine, and challenge what a 'Living Future' could really mean across multiple communities and industries.

CIBSE members receive 10% off using code: risetothechallenge-cibse

Book your place
Linkedin of the month

Last night I represented AECOM at the University of Melbourne Woman In Science and Engineering (WISE) networking event, where I met many bright and enthusiastic undergraduate and masters students.

Tweet of the month

Congrats to nine exceptional future leaders in engineering, who each received the @AucklandUni Beca scholarship last night. We loved celebrating with you and can't wait to see what you bring to the engineering profession

Read here